Distinctions

Awards

**Prix du service de support à la recherche, INRIA, 2013**

Annie Aliaga, our Administrative Assistant, and her colleagues of Inria Sophia Antipolis – Méditerranée, received the "Prix du service de support à la recherche, INRIA".

**FIEEC, OSEO, Instituts Carnot, 2012**

D. Andreu received the First Prize of the FIEEC on Applied Research transferred to industry.

**Académie des Sciences, 2010**

D. Guiraud received the Grand Prix of the Académie des Sciences in the "Chemistry and biological sciences - Information technology " field.

**Excellencia Award, 2007**

C. Azevedo received the High-Tech Woman Engineer in Europe award, in the "Applied Research" field.
Distinctions

CNRS Bronze Medal, 2005

D. Guiraud received the CNRS Bronze Medal, in the "Communication and Information Science and Technology" field.